
SHOTLIST KRZESŁO DLA ELIASZA

SHOT LIST

Day SEQUENCE  SCENE SHOT Effect LOCATION ACTION Talents Extra HMC Scen./Props PHOTOGRAPHY GRIP AUDIO PRODUCTION FX REFERENCE NOTE

day 2 1 1 1 INT/DAY 
(dimness)

 THEATER

Empty dark teather, we see the 
empty audience chairs. Probably a 

green cone of light in the 
background

  
theater stuff / Sabbath 

chair / window / theater 
curtain

medium

greeninsh light cone

Dolly outward

21mm

Music Film Irreversible
beginning

day 2 2 1 2 INT/DAY 
(dimness)

THEATER

We are behind the first raw of 
chairs facing the empty stage. A 

cone of light coming from the 
celing illuminates the stage

  
theater stuff / Sabbath 

chair / window / theater 
curtain

Medium

light cone on the stage

Slider right to left

21mm

Music

day 2 3 1 3 INT/DAY 
(dimness)

THEATER
The actors come down from the 
stairs. They try to be as quiet as 
possible. We see only the feets

Piotr (T), Jagoda (T), Sound guy (probably) 
theater stuff / Sabbath 

chair / window / theater 
curtain

Close up

Steadycam rotating 
around stairs 

21mm

dialogue off

day 2 4 1 4 INT/DAY 
(dimness)

THEATER

POV eng camera. The operator is 
hold the camera on his hand and is 
walking. We see some parts of the 
actors (legs, shoes etc). When they 
talk about the chair he is putting 
the camera on the shoulder.The 
camera goes in the resting position 
when Piotr goes to close the 
window. Come back to shoulder 
when he comes back, and then 
everyone escape behind the 
curtain. The cameramen tries to 
see the director behind the curtain

Piotr, Jagoda, Director Soundguy
theater stuff / Sabbath 

chair / window / theater 
curtain

POV ENG Camera

handheld and then 
shoulder

21mm

TV Camera overlay
https://www.youtube.

com/watch?
v=2EyMQLmLhA8

0:06--0:13/14

day 2 5 2 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE

Piotr is in the wardrobe. The sound 
guy is setting up the microphone. 

The camera is on shoulder, but 
then is on the tripod. The operator 

turns off the light when the camera 
is setup

Piotr (T) Soundguy microphone

POV ENG Camera

shoulder then tripod

15mm

to organise - extra set 
of microphone/camera TV Camera overlay  

day 2 6 3 AUDIO INT/DAY NO LOCATION
Fast sequence of scenes that show 

what Piotr is telling    various
Piotr is recorded in the 

wardrobe

day 2 7 4 1 INT/DAY THEATER Piotr and Jagoda do a rehearsal. Piotr, Jagoda

Medium shot

steadicam
21mm

day 1 8 4 2 INT/DAY DIRECTOR 
OFFCE/FRIDGE

The director is putting vodka into 
the fridge.

Director 2 bottle of vodka 
(Gruszkówka)

POV of the fridge
15mm

day 2 9 4 3 INT/DAY BANQUET HALL

The people are having a sad party. 
The president enters in the bar  

cheerfull. Takes Jagoda from one 
of the seats. He speaks to Jagoda.

JACEK MAJCHROWSKI, 
Jagoda

guests of banquet champagne glassess / 
banquet stuff

wide angle

Steadicam sequence
21mm

day 2 10 5 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE
contin scene 2. Piotr is talking to 

the camera Piotr (T)  no 

POV ENG Camera

tripod

15mm

Piotr will scream

day 2 11 6 1 INT/DAY THEATER
3 sec scene. Jagoda is running 

around the stage and screaming. 
She  passes trought a cone of light

Jagoda (T)
Wide angle

24mm
Jagoda will scream

day 2 12 6 2 INT/DAY THEATER
3 sec scene. Jagoda is running 

around the stage and screaming. 
She  passes trought a cone of light

Jagoda (T)
Medium shot

45mm
Jagoda will scream

day 2 13 7 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE

Piotr is still screaming as Jagoda 
was doing in the scene 6. Jagoda is 

standing off camera, but we can 
see part of her. She is entering in 

the frame for her last line

Piotr (T), Jagoda (T) Soundguy (at the end of the scene)  microport

POV ENG Camera

tripod

15mm

Piotr will scream

day 2 14 8 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE
Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 

frame being interview Piotr , Jagoda

POV ENG Camera

wide angle

tripod
15mm

day 2 15 8 2 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
frame being interview

Piotr Close up
45mm

day 2 16 8 3 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
frame being interview

Jagoda Close up
45mm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EyMQLmLhA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EyMQLmLhA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EyMQLmLhA8


day 1 17 8B 1 INT/DAY DIRECTOR 
OFFCE/FRIDGE

The director is repeting Jagoda's 
lines from scene 8. The POV is 

inside the fridge. He is taking some 
beers . He is saying: 1. "Jestem 

kurewsko wściekły". 2. 
"Sabotujecie mi kurwa wasza mać 

pracę" 3. "Kto was kurwa mać 
podkupił?" 

Director
POV of the fridge

15mm
Find a fride that can be 

open on the back

the scene is a flashback 
that will be insert 

during the scene 8

day 1 18 9 1 INT/DAY HOUSE

Piotr and the technician are sitting 
and working on the audio. Piotr is 
listening and laughing. Than Piotr 
gives headphones to the Tomek 

Karta.

Piotr, Tomek Karta
beers, laptop, 

headphones, audio 
console

wide angle

Steadicam sequence
21mm

Piotr continue talking 
from the scene 8

We hear the narration 
of Piotr at the 

beginning of the scene

day 1 19 9 2 INT/DAY HOUSE

Tomek Karta is saying "Fu*k, I know 
this language, it's jidysz. The 

language of old Jews, I remember 
it from my studies"

Tomek Karta
beers, laptop, 

headphones, audio 
console

Close up face
45mm

https://youtu.be/BI-
zphxC0HM?t=36

0:37s-0:42s

day 1 20 9 3 INT/DAY HOUSE
Tomek Karta is touching audio 

console Tomek Karta
beers, laptop, 

headphones, audio 
console

Detail hands
45mm

day 1 21 9 4 INT/DAY HOUSE The software of audio track
beers, laptop, 

headphones, audio 
console

Detail of the screen
45mm

day 1 22 9 5 INT/DAY HOUSE Piotr is saying "What da fu*k?" Piotr
beers, laptop, 

headphones, audio 
console

Close up face
45mm

day 2 23 10 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE
Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 

frame being interview Piotr , Jagoda

POV ENG Camera

wide angle
tripod
15mm

Same setup of scene 8

day 2 24 10 2 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
frame being interview

Piotr Close up
45mm

day 2 25 10 3 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
frame being interview

Jagoda Close up
45mm

day 1 26 11 1 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE
Introduction to the Rabin office. 

The camera walks from to corridor 
to the entrance of the room

Rabin, Jagoda, Piotr
Steadicam sequence

21mm Jagoda off screen

day 2 27 12 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
being interviewed

Piotr, Jagoda Wide angle
15mm

Same setup of scene 8

day 1 28 13 1 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE 
The Rabin is listening the tape and 

writing some notes during the 
Jagoda narration

Piotr (T), Jagoda (T), 
Rabin Eliezer (T)

 Laptop, Paper, Pen, 
headphones

wide angle
steadicam

21mm
 Jagoda off screen

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?

v=dO_MZgjNtmk 0:06-0:20

day 1
29 13 2 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE

The rabin is listening to the audio 
with headpgones, we se his face 

from the side
Rabin Eliezer Headphones

Close up face
45mm

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?

v=ec1rDoRNbmY
1:57-2:20

day 1 30 13 3 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE We see the reactiong of Jagoda 
and Piotr. They look at each other

Piotr, Jagoda Medium shot
21mm

day 1
31 13 4 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE

Rabin is listening the audio and  
writing some notes on a paper. He 

stops the audio playback and 
remove the headhones. He stands 

up

Rabin Eliezer Pen, paper

Detail Pen

Focus pull from pen to 
window
105mm

day 1
32 13 5 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE

The rabin goes near the window 
while talking. The camera is behing 
Piotr.  The windows is in the center 
of the frame, between jagoda and 

piotr. We see the chair 13B

Rabin Eliezer, Piotr, 
Jagoda

Medium Shot
(Maybe steadicam)

21mm

day 1 33 13 6 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE Jagoda say her line Jagoda close up face
45mm

day 1
34 13 7 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE

The Rabin nods and is coming back 
to the chair while Piotr is talking. 
We take 5 seconds of silcence for 

the next cut

Piotr, Jagoda, Rabin 
Eliezer

Medium Shot
(Maybe steadicam)

21mm

day 1 35 13 8 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE Rabin is talking Rabin Close up
45mm

day 1 36 13 9 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE Conversation Jagoda Close up
45mm

day 1 37 13 10 INT/DAY RABIN OFFICE Conversation Piotr Close up
45mm

day 1 38 13B 1 INT/DAY ATTIC
we see the chair in a storage place. 

the camera is going inwards with 
the same speed of the scene 13(6)

Chair

medium shot

Dolly in

21mm

Rabin off screen

day 2 39 14 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE
Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 

frame being interview Piotr , Jagoda

POV ENG Camera

wide angle

tripod
15mm

Same setup of scene 8

day 2 40 14 2 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
frame being interview

Piotr Close up
45mm

day 2 41 14 3 INT/DAY WARDROBE Piotr and Jagoda are both in the 
frame being interview

Jagoda Close up
45mm

day 2 42 15 1A INT/DAY WARDROBE
Jagoda speaks about the chair and 

the director. Jagoda
Close up

45mm

day 1 43 15 1 INT/DAY ATTIC
Piotr and Jagoda find the chair in 

the actic covered Piotr, Jagoda chair under the cover

Medium shot

Dolly in
21mm

Jagoda Off from scene 
14

day 1 44 15 2 INT/DAY ATTIC Piotr and Jagoda remove the cover 
from the chair

Piotr, Jagoda chair under the cover Medium Shot
21mm

Jagoda Off from scene 
14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI-zphxC0HM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI-zphxC0HM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dO_MZgjNtmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dO_MZgjNtmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dO_MZgjNtmk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec1rDoRNbmY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec1rDoRNbmY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ec1rDoRNbmY


day 1 45 15 3 INT/DAY DIRECTOR 
OFFCE/FRIDGE

The director is repeting Jagoda's 
lines from scene 15. The POV is 
inside the fridge. He is taking 

vodka from the fridge. 1. "Dawaj 
mnie ten kurwa jego mać numer do 

Kobierzyna" 2. "Już nie chcę. 
Kobierzyn to ja mam tu kurwa z 

wami"

Director
POV Fridge

15mm
Jagoda Off from scene 

14

day 2 46 15 4 INT/DAY THEATER

Piotr and Jagoda put the chair on 
the stage. It should be a mystery 

shot. The camera speed is the 
same as 15-1

Piotr, Jagoda Chair

Medium shot

Dolly in
21mm

Jagoda Off from scene 
14

day 2 47 15 5 INT/DAY THEATER

Piotr and Jagoda are bowing at the 
end of the performance, the 

camera goes around them. At the 
end of the second bow, they go out 

of frame

Piotr, Jagoda Chair

medium shot

Steadicam, rotating
21mm

The lights should 
change during the shot

Jagoda Off from scene 
14

The director should be 
on the ground, ready to 
stand up

day 2 48 15 6 INT/DAY THEATER

The director enters in frame, 
drunk, like the getting up after a 

bow, and is starting the interview. 
A person from the audience, 

whearing a white blanket, sits on 
the chair on the background

Director
Journalist + Person with white 

blanket White blanket Chair Cont. from 15-5
Jagoda Off from scene 

14

day 2 49 16 1 INT/DAY WARDROBE

Piotr and Jagoda are continuing 
the interview. at one point Piotr 

ask the operator to frame on him 
so  he can read his statement

Piotr, Jagoda
piece of paper with 

statement

POV ENG Camera

wide angle

tripod
15mm

day 2 50 16 2 INT/DAY WARDROBE

Piotr and Jagoda are continuing 
the interview. at one point Piotr 

ask the operator to frame on him 
so  he can read his statement

Piotr piece of paper with 
statement

medium shot
45mm

day 2 51 16 3 INT/DAY WARDROBE

Piotr and Jagoda are continuing 
the interview. at one point Piotr 

ask the operator to frame on him 
so  he can read his statement

Jagoda medium shot
45mm

day 2 52 17 1 INT/DAY THEATER

Jagoda is rehersing on the stage, 
flirting with the chair like  is a real 
person. The camera starts from 
her right and will finish with the 

chair in the frame

Jagoda (T) Chair

medium shot

Steadicam rotating

21mm

Jagoda Off from scene 
16

we will shoot multiple 
shots for the editing


